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Mabel is a cat who lives on a farm by the sea... but not just any old farm... Mabel's farm has some

very special trees... Trees unlike you have ever seen before.One day some rascally pirates sail by

and decide to plunder and steal from the farm and Mabel must defend her precious trees and there

unusual fruit.
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This is an adorable book. I think I like it even more than my four year old daughter does. The

illustrations are original, dynamic, and and engaging, cute without being "cutesy." The text is very

good too. I'm not sure if this self published or not, but I think it probably is. I've noticed that with a lot

of self published books that use a rhyming scheme, the poetry is boring and predictable. Not so with

this book. It is intelligently written, maintaining a great sense of humor and rhythm throughout. I

have since purchased all of Elwyn Tates books and I hope to see more from this talented individual

for him to achieve the success he deserves!

I thought this book was absolutely adorable, I read it over and over to my grandson and he gets

very animated over it. I found it to be a very cute read, the rhythm was so soothing. I recommend



this book to all those Grammie's out their who live to read to their grandkids.

Very cute story, creative and original. Love the extended vocabulary usage and rhythm and rhymes.

Could be a bit more solid of a close for my younger kids but probably plays very well with the 4+

crowd.

My son loves all of the books from Elwyn Tate. He grew up in the UK and I just love to see he still

enjoys smart writing. I will continue to buy all of Tate's books for my little ones.

What a delightful tale of Mabel the kitten's courageous heroism. The story's rhythm and rhyme will

capture young readers, and so will the fun, colorful illustrations!

This is a delightful addition to Mr. Tate's collection of whimsical, vibrant picture books. If you're not

yet a fan, you need to sample some of his magical concoctions and drink some serious chuckling.

How do you exist in this fast-moving world without a moment with your child and a picture book?

The answer is you don't. So, get this book. Particularly enchanting was how Mr. Tate captured the

nature of kitty cats so perfectly. What house cat can resist laundered socks, warm from the dryer?

So, what does Mabel the cat do when confronted with socks scattered all around. Of course, she

puts one on her head, gets her tail hung up on another and some around her paws. What follows

from socks on Mabel is a funny and unexpected ending. What human child, or parent can resist a

picture book like this? You should give in and get this one. It's pure fun, for you and your child.

This book is beautifully illustrated, written with attention getting rhyme, and captured my 4y/o

grandson's attention away from an inane cartoon on tv.

Really nice story and rhymes, gorgeous illustrations, delicate and rich vocabulary... I haven't read it

with my kids yet but I loved it!
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